
Important Call to All Eritreans World-wide from 

Eritrean People’s Task Force Geneva 

Introduction: 

People’s Task force of Geneva was elected at a conference on first September 2018 on the 57th 

anniversary of the inception of Eritrean Armed Struggle.  The conference took place on the next day of 

the successful Eritrean Geneva Demonstration which was conducted for the defense of Eritrean 

Sovereignty and independence in the face of the unknown and hidden maneuver of “medemer” and 

endangerment of Eritrean sovereignty by the dictatorial regime.  

The mission of the People’s Task Force was announced in our two consecutive press releases. To 

reiterate the main mission of the People’s Taskforce is to unite and consolidate the worldwide activities 

of Eritreans for Justice, and to upgrade it to become an effective force for change by - electing legitimate 

global leadership that will be accountable to the people.  To elect a global leadership and official 

representative is the duty and responsibility of all of justice seeking Eritreans.  

After careful deliberations and preparation, the People’s Taskforce of Geneva is glad to present the 

following broad Action Plan: 

1. Consolidate Eritrean People’s unity and establish people’s roundtable/association in each 

and every locality/city and its surroundings. The foundation of our collective and unified 

struggle should be rooted on a local or city level. All justice and freedom seekers in each and 

every city should come together to roundtable of Eritreans and elect their representatives. 

The unified local roundtable/assembly can challenge and defeat the regime’s activities in 

their respective cities.  

2. In order to unite the City/Locality based roundtable/assemblies on a country level, 

representatives of the cities/localities will meet at a central place and elect country level 

representatives. The number of country level representatives can be 7 to 10 depending on 

the size of the country.  We recommend the election of the country level representatives to 

be completed by 15 March 2019. 

3. The country level representatives will convene at a central place and adopt a grand strategy 

for the salvation and freedom and elect a global leadership of diaspora Eritrea for justice 

freedom. Guided by the adopted grand strategy, the global leadership body will unite and 

coordinate our struggle by designing and implementing effective operational strategies for 

the salvation of Eritrea.  The leadership will be an official representative of diaspora Eritrea 

on the international stage.  The venue and time of the convention will be announced at a 

later date.  

Moreover, 

1. To successfully implement the above action plan and to face the very changing sophisticated 

challenges of salvation of our nation and our people, we call on all Eritrean organizations, 

associations, movement and communities to embrace it and cooperate for its successful 

completion.  



2. Unite our Justice and Freedom Camp and focus our efforts and activities to build formidable 

People’s Unity for the salvation of our nation Eritrea and its people by removing the 

dictatorial regime and smooth peaceful transition to freedom and democracy. 

3. Conduct extensive research by bringing Eritrean intellectuals and experts to face the 

expected and unexpected challenges and to protect Eritrean Sovereignty by expediting the 

removal of the dictatorial regime and smooth peaceful transitioning to democracy by 

protecting Eritrean Sovereignty. 

4. Focus on building and energizing the most exploited and oppressed Eritrean Youth and 

Women and allow them to play their leading role.  

 

Conclusion: 

Salvation of our nation and our people is the foremost urgent task of all of us. We are 

waging broad struggle and exerting our efforts in different forms on individual and group 

level.  In order to unite and upgrade our struggle and in order to become effective force for 

salvation and change, we need to unite all our resources and voices by establishing Eritrean 

roundtable/assemblies on the local/city level, elect our country representatives and 

establish an elected global leadership and official representative as soon as possible.      

              

For more information our address and contact information: 

Email:  abiyassu5@gmail.com 

Tel:  33 769467278,   39 3245980876,   47 94730411,   44 7508050586 

 

Victory to Eritrean Unity and Election of People’s Representatives  

Long Live Sovereign and Independent Democratic Eritrea 

Let Freedom and Rule of Law Reign  

Glory to our Martyrs  

 

People’s Task Force Geneva 

January 25, 2018   
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